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Abstract

A ground test was performed to determine the effects of compressor bleed flow extraction on the performance of F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engines. The two engines were installed in the F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. A specialized bleed ducting system was installed onto the aircraft to control and measure engine bleed airflow while the aircraft was tied down to a thrust measuring stand. The test was conducted on each engine and at various power settings. The bleed air extraction levels analyzed included flow rates above the manufacturer's maximum specification limit. The measured relationship between thrust and bleed flow extraction was shown to be essentially linear at all power settings with an increase in bleed flow causing a corresponding decrease in thrust. A comparison with the F404-GE-400 steady-state engine simulation showed the estimation to be within ±1 percent of measured thrust losses for large increases in bleed flow rate.

Nomenclature

ALT pressure altitude, ft
AOA angle-of-attack, deg
A8 nozzle throat area, in² or percent
BV1 excess bleed air system control valve 1
BV2 excess bleed air system control valve 2
DTAMB ambient temperature increment from standard day temperature, °R

*Senior Propulsion Research Engineer.
**Aerospace engineer.

Introduction

The High Alpha Technology Program (HATP) was initiated within NASA to develop and demonstrate concepts that provide favorable control and maneuverability for high-performance aircraft at high-angle
Current fighters have degraded maneuverability at high-angle of attack because of loss in aerodynamic control surface effectiveness. One of the technologies studied to enhance aerodynamic control is the use of pneumatic forebody flow control (FFC). The FFC injects air from a slot on the aircraft forebody to manipulate the forebody vortices that form at high-angles of attack. For pneumatic FFC to be feasible, a significant supply of high-pressure airflow is required.

Experiments have demonstrated that the manipulation of the asymmetric forebody vortices of a fighter at high-angle of attack through various blowing schemes can have a strong effect on the yawing moment. Forebody flow control feasibility studies into various issues have been conducted by various government agencies including NASA. The X-29 Advanced Technology Demonstrator will test a simple pneumatic blowing system to demonstrate FFC effectiveness. The X-29 system will use a compressed air bottle to supply the high-pressure air and is limited to a total of 20 sec of operation. The HATP supported research on pneumatic FFC applications to an F/A-18, including various wind tunnel tests. One feasibility study looked at various ways to obtain the estimated flow rates required. These included compressed or liquefied gas bottles, an auxiliary compressor, or engine bleed air. The results of this study predicted that only engine bleed air would meet the mass flow requirements over an extended time period. Bleed extraction however, has a negative effect on engine performance. A past study on an F100-PW-220 engine predicts up to 2 percent of net thrust loss for each percent of airflow extracted for bleed. Because the pneumatic FFC studies for the F/A-18 were encouraging, the HATP initiated a feasibility study for a full-scale flight-test program to be conducted. To support this goal, the NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, CA, formed a research team from Dryden and Moffett to evaluate engine bleed air capability and aircraft environmental bleed air requirements on a full-scale aircraft. The F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) was equipped with a specially designed ducting system known as the excess bleed air system (EBAS) and tested on the universal horizontal test stand at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB). This ducting system branches off from the aircraft environmental control system (ECS) and allows engine bleed extraction to be controlled and measured. Various ground test objectives were performed using EBAS, including the determination of bleed air extraction effects on engine performance and operability.

This paper addresses the measurement of thrust loss during increases in bleed air extraction for an F404-GE-400 engine installed on the F/A-18 HARV. A comparison of the predicted thrust loss provided by an engine computer simulation and the measured values will be presented. The analysis offers a comparison of each engine at various power settings. A detailed description of EBAS and its function will also be presented.

Description of Equipment and Model

F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle

The HARV (Fig. 1) is a one-of-a-kind research aircraft located at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards AFB, CA.
Facility. This pre-production, single-seat F/A-18 aircraft has been uniquely modified to perform extensive flight testing in the high-angle-of-attack (AOA) region. These modifications include a thrust vectoring control system (TVCS). The incorporation of the TVCS required modifications to the aircraft avionics, flight controls, hydraulics, cockpit, and engines.

**F404-GE-400 Turbofan Engines**

Two pre-production F404-GE-400 engines (General Electric, Lynn, Massachusetts) are installed in the HARV. The F404-GE-400 (Fig. 2) is a two-spool, low bypass axial-flow turbofan with afterburner. The engine consists of a 3-stage fan, 7-stage high-pressure compressor, annular combustor, 1-stage high-pressure turbine, and 1-stage low-pressure turbine. Variable geometry is incorporated into the fan and high-pressure compressor along with a convergent–divergent nozzle.

The F404 engines on the HARV have the divergent portion of the nozzle and external flaps removed to incorporate the TVCS. The engine control system was modified to provide a selectable turbine discharge temperature bias for additional engine stall margin at high AOA.

The control system has two basic modes of operation which are dependent on the throttle setting (PLA). Below Military power, high compressor rotor speed (N2) and exhaust nozzle area (A8) are scheduled. Throttle position and compressor inlet temperature (T25) schedule N2. The throttle position schedules A8. At Military and above, the control system schedules maximum fan speed (N1) and maximum low-pressure turbine exit temperature (T56). Fan speed is controlled as a function of engine inlet temperature (T1). The variable exhaust nozzle is modulated to maintain the scheduled T56 which is a function of T1 and ambient pressure (PAMB).

**Aircraft–Engine Bleed Air System**

Bleed air comes from an annular manifold at the exit of the high-pressure compressor of each engine (Fig. 3). A bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve in each
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[Image of a diagram showing engine components and flow paths, labeled with numbers and symbols like LPC Inlet, HPC Inlet, Combustor discharge, LPT discharge, Afterburner Inlet, Exhaust nozzle throat, Exhaust nozzle discharge.]

engine compartment is controlled by the bleed air knob located in the cockpit. The cockpit control allows bleed air to be selected from either or both engine sources, or to be turned off. The bleed air passes through a check valve which prevents reverse flow from one engine to the other. The bleed air lines are then teed together. The bleed air line is routed up the backbone of the aircraft over the fuel tanks and then down into the ECS and heat exchanger ejectors (Fig. 4). Bleed flow is regulated by the ECS. Maximum engine bleed is limited by the size of the bleed port on the engine but can exceed the manufacturer's maximum specification limit (Fig. 5).

Excess Bleed Air System

The EBAS was a specially designed ducting system for measuring bleed air flow rates from the F/A-18 HARV (Fig. 6). The EBAS hardware was designed by NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, CA and is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7. The system consists of two principal sections, the ECS flow measurement section and the bleed airflow dump section. The ECS flow measurement section required a section of ECS duct along the backbone of the aircraft to be removed and replaced with modified ducting and a Venturi flowmeter (Fig. 4). This section of ECS ducting
1. Environmental control system (ECS) duct replaced for bleed airflow dump section

2. (ECS) duct replaced for flow measurement section

Fig. 4. Bleed air duct assemblies.

Fig. 5. Customer bleed air extraction limits.
could also be replaced with a capped off duct section, thereby allowing no airflow to the ECS from the engines. The bleed airflow dump section required an additional ECS line to be replaced with a modified duct. The duct teed the bleed flow out of the ECS line, away from the aircraft and was dumped to atmosphere. This ducting had two butterfly valves installed, one (BV1), immediately after the teed duct (Fig. 7, item 1) and the other (BV2), before the end of the ducting. This ducting was also equipped with a Venturi flowmeter. The entire system was instrumented with pressure and temperature measurements along with the flowmeters. The ECS line modifications for EBAS were downstream of the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valves and upstream of the aircraft ECS and ejectors.

**General Electric F404 Steady-State Engine Model**

The manufacturer’s specification model (GE Reference LP005S) is a full aerothermal steady-state performance program. This model was modified to reflect the F/A-18 HARV configuration. The simulation provides values of a number of internal flow parameters for the engine as well as its overall performance. The model was derived from actual test data and represents the operation of an average F404-GE-400 engine.

Input into the steady-state model includes altitude, Mach number \((M)\), power level angle \((PLA)\), and ambient temperature. The program allows for determining the effects on engine operation of engine bleed air extraction from 0 to the manufacturer maximum specification limit (Fig. 5).

**Test Setup–Procedure**

**Thrust Stand Description**

The EAFB universal horizontal thrust stand, operated by the Air Force, was used to measure installed thrust. The thrust stand consists of four force measuring tables arranged in a cross formation (Fig. 8). This layout accommodates a wide variety of aircraft. A pair of load cells is attached to each platform. The HARV was positioned on platform 3 and tied down with chains. Special care was taken to ensure no support equipment or EBAS structure was positioned on the measuring platform.

A control room bunker is located underground near platform 1 and was used to monitor load data, local weather information, and aircraft status during the test. Load and weather data are measured and stored in computer memory and on hardcopy printouts in the bunker. The thrust stand operator had radio contact.
with the aircraft and ground support personnel as well as the NASA Dryden control room during the testing.

Weather data recorded at the thrust stand included ambient pressure and temperature as well as wind speed and direction. Wind limits were maintained during the test to prevent data biasing caused by wind forces, variable inlet recovery, and tailpipe gas recirculation: maximum headwinds, 15 kts.; maximum cross-winds, 5 kts; and maximum tailwinds, 0 kts.

Excess Bleed Air System Configuration

The setup of EBAS for steady-state thrust measurement required the following configuration modifications from the prior hardware description: (1) The ECS flow measurement section was replaced with a duct section containing a cap. An external ground supply provided aircraft ECS cooling flow. This insured that all engine bleed flow was sent down the bleed airflow dump section. (2) The BV1 valve was full open, and (3) the

Fig. 7. Excess bleed air system for F/A-18 HARV.
Platform 1
27 ft 0 in. x 15 ft 0 in.

Platform 2
27 ft 0 in. x 15 ft 0 in.

Platform 3
15 ft 0 in. x 42 ft 6 in.

Platform 4
15 ft 0 in. x 42 ft 6 in.

Fig. 8. Thrust stand platforms.
The BV2 valve was used to control bleed flow through the measurement ducting.

The operation of control valves and recording of measurements on the EBAS was located in a data van located near the thrust stand. All EBAS parameters (Table 1) were recorded on a portable data acquisition system. The system enabled real-time parameter readouts including bleed mass flow rates. The EBAS

Table 1. Excessive bleed air system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Pressure before branch</td>
<td>psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Pressure on 3-in. Venturi</td>
<td>psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Pressure on 6-in. Venturi</td>
<td>psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Pressure before BV2</td>
<td>psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Pressure after BV2</td>
<td>psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP2</td>
<td>Differential pressure on 3-in.</td>
<td>in. of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP3</td>
<td>Differential pressure on 6-in.</td>
<td>in. of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Temperature before branch</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Temperature on 3-in. Venturi</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Temperature on 6-in. Venturi</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Temperature after BV2</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV1</td>
<td>Butterfly valve 1 position</td>
<td>degree (0–90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV2</td>
<td>Butterfly valve 2 position</td>
<td>degree (0–90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

data van had radio contact with the aircraft and ground support personnel, thrust stand operator, and the NASA control room during the testing.

Instrumentation

Along with the thrust stand and EBAS measurements, the F/A-18 HARV aircraft and F404 engines had extensive instrumentation installed. The engine parameters measured are shown in Fig. 3. All engine and aircraft measurements were telemetered to the NASA control room and recorded. The engine operation during the test was monitored in the NASA control room by way of CRT displays and stripchart recordings.

Test Procedure

Testing was conducted on each F404 engine at three power settings: part power (92-percent N2), Military, and maximum afterburning. For each engine–power setting condition, the following procedure was used.

At idle power, the cockpit bleed air switch was selected to the required engine. The BV2 valve was set to full closed (0° position). The required power level was selected and the engine was allowed to stabilize. The control room monitored engine operation to determine a stabilized condition. At part power, N2, combustor fuel flow (WFE), and T56 were used to confirm stabilization. At Military and above, A8 and T56 were used. The EBAS flow measurements were also monitored to confirm stabilization. After a stabilized condition was reached, measurements were recorded in the EBAS data van and thrust stand. Aircraft and engine measurements were continually recorded in the NASA data facilities. After measurement recording was complete, the BV2 valve was opened in a 5- or 10° increment. Engine and EBAS measurements were allowed to stabilize and data was again recorded. This incremental opening of the BV2 valve continued until an engine limitation was reached or bleed flow no longer increased.

Results and Discussion

A comparison of the estimated and measured effects of bleed flow extraction on thrust levels of the F404-GE-400 engine at ground level is presented. Predictions using the manufacturer's engine model indicate a significant increase in bleed flow extraction from the F404 compressor will cause a substantial decrease in thrust. All power settings tested had predictions which showed a thrust loss with increasing bleed flow demand.

Differences between measured and predicted thrust values were caused by engine-to-engine variations, engine degradation, and aircraft installation variations. The manufacturer's model assumes a nominal engine. Predictions were made using the measured bleed flow, power settings, atmospheric pressure and temperature conditions. Because the EBAS valves would not seal completely in the closed position, about 0.7 lb/sec of bleed flow was measured at the minimum setting.

92-percent N2 - Left and Right Engine

The comparison of estimated and measured thrust loss at 92-percent N2 showed good agreement. The left and right engine comparisons are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The thrust loss with bleed flow extraction at part power shows a gradual thrust decrease with increasing bleed flow rate. At part power, the relationship between bleed flow and thrust is nearly linear. For analysis comparison a least-squares curve fit was performed on the data. The least-squares curve fit of the estimated and measured data is given in Table 2. The estimated loss of 89 to 97 lb of thrust per lb/sec of bleed flow is less than the 100 to 125 lb/sec value measured. The simulation at part power underpredicts the thrust loss due to bleed flow extraction.

Military Power - Left and Right Engine

The estimated and measured thrust loss at Military power with bleed flow demand was compared for each engine (Figs. 11 and 12). The thrust loss at Military power has an essentially linear relationship with bleed
Table 2. Least-squares curve fit of predicted and measured thrust loss due to bleed flow extraction.

\[
\text{Thrust} = \text{bleed flow rate (slope)} + \text{Y-intercept}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power setting</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Slope: lb thrust/(\text{lb/sec}) bleed</th>
<th>Y-intercept:* lb thrust</th>
<th>Percentage thrust loss bleed = 1 lb/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92 percent (\text{N2})</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>5,875</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-125</td>
<td>6,311</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-89</td>
<td>5,503</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>6,079</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-245</td>
<td>9,194</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-177</td>
<td>8,774</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-246</td>
<td>9,086</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-189</td>
<td>8,690</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-421</td>
<td>13,241</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-371</td>
<td>12,874</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>-428</td>
<td>12,983</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>-344</td>
<td>12,033</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ideal zero bleed thrust value

Fig. 9. Thrust loss due to bleed air extraction 92-per cent \(\text{N2}\), left engine.

Fig. 10. Thrust loss due to bleed air extraction 92-per cent \(\text{N2}\), right engine.

Fig. 11. Thrust loss due to bleed air extraction; Military power, left engine.

Fig. 12. Thrust loss due to bleed air extraction; Military power, right engine.
flow demand. A least-squares curve fit of the estimated and measured data is given in Table 2. A slope comparison shows the predicted loss of 245 lb of thrust per lb/sec of bleed flow is greater than the measured value of 177 to 189 lb/lb/sec for both engines. The estimated thrust loss at Military power is overpredicted compared to the measured results.

Maximum Power - Left and Right Engine

The maximum power comparison of the estimated and measured thrust loss on the left and right engine is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The maximum power thrust loss due to bleed flow shows the same linear relationship as Military power. A least-squares curve fit study of the estimated and measured data is presented in Table 2. A slope comparison shows the estimated thrust loss of 421 to 428 lb of thrust per lb/sec of bleed flow is greater than the measured value of 344 to 371 lb/lb/sec. The maximum power thrust loss estimation over predicts thrust loss when compared to the measured data.

The effect of power setting on thrust loss due to bleed extraction is summarized in Fig. 15. This comparison of percentage thrust loss for 1 lb/sec of bleed extraction shows a definite sensitivity to power setting. For a given bleed flow value, the percent thrust loss increases with increasing power settings. The model tends to slightly over predict this tendency when compared to the measured values. Left to right engine comparisons were very good at Military power and above and only off by 0.4 percent at 92-percent N2. The estimated and measured losses were within ±0.5 percent of each other. Overall, the steady-state simulation deck was able to provide good estimates for thrust loss due to bleed flow extraction. These results encourage the use of the manufacturer's model to predict thrust loss due to bleed extraction at other flight conditions.

The maximum bleed flow rate obtained during testing was limited by choked conditions in the aircraft-EBAS ducting. Bleed flow rates above the manufacturer's maximum specification limit were reached during the military and maximum afterburning power test conditions as shown in Figs. 11 through 14. Thrust loss showed the same linear characteristic as predicted below the maximum specification limit. Operation above the maximum specification limit was limited during testing because of turbine life concerns.

Concluding Remarks

A ground test at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility was performed on the F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle to determine the bleed air availability of the F404-GE-400 engines for a pneumatic
forebody flow control system. One objective was to measure the thrust loss due to bleed air extraction and to confirm the predicted relationship by the General Electric steady-state simulation deck. The comparison of estimated and measured thrust loss showed good agreement. For a 1 lb/sec increase in bleed flow demand, comparisons of the percent thrust loss between estimated and measured characteristics were within ±0.5 percent of each other for all power settings tested. The percent thrust loss for a given bleed setting increased with higher power settings. At military power, a 1-percent increase in bleed airflow caused a 2-percent loss in thrust. The measured thrust loss above the manufacturer's maximum specification bleed flow limit showed the same linear relationship as predicted below the limit. The results encourage the use of the manufacturer's model to predict in-flight performance loss due to bleed extraction.
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